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Powerful Ways to Entertain & Inspire
A professional speaker who will have your team motivated
long after the seminar is over, guaranteed!

Inspired by Steve is a passion-based, fire in
your belly company that is driven by “passion”
master Steve Gamlin. Steve’s mission is to
encourage individuals, social groups, associations,
corporate employees and college students to
take action on what makes them unique! The time
to identify your passions, and take action, is now.
The chain of events that led Steve to this stage is long and
varied, and creating many life-changing learning experiences
along the way. Blending such diverse backgrounds as dishwasher,
grocery clerk, radio DJ, carpenter, entertainer, emcee, author,
comedian, and tax preparer (not his most successful venture).
Steve’s message is supported by stories designed to remind
us all that the decisions we make determine the road we take.

Steve is a man who has the ability to
be real with an audience. Steve is a
man who speaks from the genuineness
and humility of experience. He uses
humor to quickly break down the
walls that we put up to protect
ourselves and speaks at the level
we all want to be spoken to… the
level of heart and soul.”
—Dan Wilson, Wings of Awareness

FEATURED PRESENTATIONS
1

2

Books

You’ve heard of the Law of Attraction by now, right? Now your
team and audience will discover the power of combining it with a
Clear Action Plan backed up by an unflappable Positive Attitude.
Most importantly, Steve not only inspires your team with this talk,
he’ll also share his 3-step easy-to-implement formula to help them
stay motivated and productive long after the event is over!

20 to Life (In a Good Way)
A collection of simple actions
that can dramatically improve
your life and the lives of those
around you. Includes an actionguide to help increase the impact
of your results.

Help, There are Monsters Under My Business!
How to Get Them Before They Get You.
It’s not easy to enjoy every aspect of your business and
professional life. When left unchecked, thee monsters may chip
away at your passion and zap your productivity. Learn how to
identify and ultimately destroy what is keeping you and your
team from achieving greater success during this informative
and entertaining presentation.

VALUED FRIENDS AND CLIENTS INCLUDE:
• National Human Resources Association (NH)

Be Attractive (It’s the Law!)
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Get Cookin’ with Steve (The Vision Board Experience)
What do you get when you combine a pint of passion, a dash
of balance, a gallon of goals and a pound of visualization? A
delicious life! With this power-packed presentation, organizations
and individuals will learn how to gain control of their time and
energy, creating greater productivity and morale. In this talk,
Steve will help you:

• Lia Sophia Independent Consultants
• Business Networking International
• American Business Women’s Association
• NH National Guard
• Mortgage Bankers & Brokers Association of NH
• Toastmasters International

• Harness your passion and turn it into profit

• Greater Nashua HR Association

• Understand the importance of balance in your life

• Positive Results Seminars

• Learn the S.M.A.R.T. formula for goal achievement to
help you win the game

• Chambers of Commerce-NH

(Life Coach)

• Use visualizaton and the Law Of Attraction to achieve
your dreams

OH YEAH! (Another Quote Book)
Are you positively affected by
daily motivational quotes and actions? I am...especially when they
make me think, and decide to
do something! In August 2009,
I began using Social Media to
post daily quotes with questions
and calls-to-action. Motivational
Firewood was born. This project,
called “Oh Yeah! (Another Quote
Book)” is a collection of the most
well-received entries.

Recordings
Inspired for Life
This CD series features a
combination of messages and
special guests on a variety of
topics, designed to provide
life-enhancing information.

• Understand the 4 Can’t Miss actions for success!

4

MEDIA OUTLETS
BLOGS
In an effort to share and explain what is going
on in the world around us, and in Steve’s mind and
heart, the Inspired By Steve blog is updated often.
His heart and mind work together, triggered by
news in the media, inner thoughts, and feelings
and interesting discoveries made by Steve in his
daily journey.
Please let us know if there are topics you wish to
see in future writings. We would enjoy hearing from
you! Steve@InspiredBySteve.com

PODCASTS
Since discovering his father’s tape recorder at the
age of 9, Steve has enjoyed lending his voice to
create emotion, power and impact. A successful
10-year radio career led to the building of his
recording studio in 2002. When the mood strikes,
Steve is now able to share his thoughts, and his
voice on the world, motivation, inspiration goals
and dreams.

College Success: From Foundation to Finals
Designed for college orientations, incoming freshman (and their
guardians) enjoy an entertaining perspective on how the building
of a successful college career is much like the building of a home.
Roll out your blueprints, grab your toolbox and follow me!

I have spent less than three hours in a seminar with him
and have learned more than I have in a full-day training
with several speakers. Steve’s insightful ways far exceed
the typical seminar experience.
— D. Dawkins, Seminar Attendee

Sean Stephenson:
Inspirational Speaker &
author of Get Off Your But
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E N T E R TA I N & I N S P I R E
Contact Steve 603.560.3360 or
visit www.InspiredBySteve.com
P.O. Box 5
Goffstown, NH 03045
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